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Comprehensive Data Just One Click Away

 Web application that provides users access to rich, seamless loan
& bond level data, in an easy, convenient and interactive way

Analysts | Investors | Researchers

Designed specifically for:


Analysts: Make smart and accurate data driven decisions.
Create a compelling story based on in-depth analysis backed
by interactive visualisations. Gain a comprehensive 360degree view



Investors: Instantly look up information from both Investor
Report Data & Loan Level Data side-by-side. Always stay on
top of your portfolio and generate monitoring reports with a
click of a button



Researchers: Gain unparalleled Insights into the European
Credit Market. Harness the power of ~ 1 billion loan data
records across Europe

www.edvance.eurodw.eu
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EDvance Updates and New Offerings
European DataWarehouse is pleased to announce our new EDvance product offering. Effective immediately,
EDvance Basic and EDvance Premium are one. The new EDvance includes the key functionalities of EDvance
Basic, plus the powerful additional features previously only available for EDvance Premium users.
The new EDvance includes:
Deal Summary Page:
•
Raw LLD + extracted IR data in Deal Summary
•
Analyst name and contact information
•
Deal commentary
•
DQS scores
Downloads Page:
•
LLD Files
•
IR Files
•
Prospectuses
•
Other files
Additional Enhancements:
•
LLD Analyser
•
Research page with download area
On-Demand Services:
•
CDRs
•
Adjusted LTVs
•
List of deal commentaries
•
List of Data Quality Scores (DQS)
•
IT Consultancy packages
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Contact Details

Corporate Address:
European DataWarehouse GmbH
Walther-von-Cronberg Platz 2
60594 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
European Transparency Register ID Number: 781559916266-15

+49 (0) 69 50986 9017
enquiries@eurodw.eu
www.eurodw.eu
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Disclaimer
This presentation (the “Presentation”) has been prepared by European DataWarehouse GmbH (the
“Company”) and is being made available for information purposes only.
The Presentation is strictly confidential and any disclosure, use, copying and circulation of this
Presentation is prohibited without the consent from the Company.
Information in this Presentation, including forecast financial information, should not be considered as
advice or a recommendation to investors or potential investors in relation to holding, purchasing or
selling securities or other financial products or instruments and does not take into account your
particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs. No representation, warranty or
undertaking, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, completeness or appropriateness of the
information and opinions contained in this Presentation.
Under no circumstances shall the Company have any liability for any loss or damage that may arise
from the use of this Presentation or the information or opinions contained herein.
Certain of the information contained herein may include forward-looking statements relating to the
business, financial performance and results of the Company and/or the industry in which it operates.
Forward-looking statements concern future circumstances and results and other statements that are not
historical facts, sometimes identified by the words “believes”, expects”, “predicts”, “intends”, “projects”,
“plans”, “estimates”, “aims”, “foresees”, “anticipates”, “targets”, “may”, “will”, “should” and similar
expression.
The forward-looking looking statements, contained in this Presentation, including assumptions, opinions
and views of the Company or cited from third party sources are solely opinions and forecasts which are
uncertain and subject to risks.
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